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MISSION

The Auditor-General of South Africa has a constitutional mandate and, as the supreme audit 

institution (SAI) of South Africa, exists to strengthen our country’s democracy by enabling 

oversight, accountability and governance in the public sector through auditing, thereby building 

public confidence.

To be recognised by all our stakeholders as a relevant SAI that enhances public sector 

accountability

VISION

Reputation promise
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Annual performance plan review
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• Interim review provides early warning for previously identified concerns about 

measurability of indicators and targets. Focus is on programmes directly linked to 

department’s mandate.

• Review does not include performing detailed procedures where underlying systems and 

supporting documentation are inspected to give assurance on verifiability of indicators 

and targets.

• Review focused on whether targets and indicators are specific, measurable and time 

bound, as per requirements.

• Review was conducted for Department of Social Development (DSD) and South African 

Social Security Agency (Sassa).

Objectives of annual performance plan review



DSD annual performance plan review 2021-22
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DSD programme 4 – welfare services policy development and implementation support

• Reviewed final draft of 2021-22 annual performance plan (APP) for programme 4 –

welfare services policy development and implementation support, and identified a 

number of issues

• Review was mainly against requirements of Framework for Managing Programme 

Performance Information (FMPPI) and Revised Framework for Strategic Plans and 

Annual Performance Plans (R-FSAPP)

• Applicable targets reviewed were those under Medium-Term Expenditure Framework 

(MTEF) period 2021-22 – 2023-24
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DSD – outcomes, outputs, performance indicators & targets

Findings were identified on targets/indicators and on the technical indicator descriptions in 

that were not specific, measurable, time-bound or relevant –

• Specific: nature and required level of performance can be clearly identified. 

• Measurable: required performance can be measured

• Time-bound: time period or deadline for delivery is specific

• Relevant: required performance is linked to achievement of a goal

We also identified inconsistencies on targets from the annual performance targets to the 

quarterly reporting targets.

Management subsequently corrected these findings we identified.



Sassa annual performance plan review 2021-22
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South African Social Security Agency (Sassa)

Sassa strategic plan was evaluated in previous year (year 1 of planning cycle). Findings were 

communicated to entity and were corrected in previous year.

Sassa APP for 2021-22 was reviewed for:

– Programme 1 – administration

– Programme 2 – benefits administration and support

Programme 1 – inputs are provided as value add because only programme 2 was selected for audit.

APP for 2021-22 was reviewed in accordance with requirements of treasury regulation 30, R-FSPAPP 

and FMPPI. 

APP was evaluated on whether it contained all core elements. No findings were noted in that regard. 

Relevance and measurability of indicators and targets were also assessed and following findings were 

noted:
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Findings identified

Findings were identified on targets/indicators and on the technical indicator descriptions in that were 

not specific, verifiable or measurable –

• INDICATORS NOT WELL DEFINED- Some definitions of indicators in programme 1 were unclear 

as method of calculation did not clearly specify how they were to be calculated. Some percentage 

indicators did not have numerator and denominator clearly defined. 

• INDICATORS NOT VERIFIABLE - Number of indicators in programme 1 have not been defined to 

allow for regular and consistent data collection for reporting, as source of information is not fully 

and clearly defined or method of calculation is not specified. 

• MEASURABLE - formulas seemed to be incorrect or did not support intended purpose. In some 

cases, targets were incorrectly stated or not indicated at all.

Management subsequently corrected these findings we identified.



Status of records review and preventative controls
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Status of records review (SoRR)

Follow-up procedures 

Analysis of financial and non-financial information (internal and 

external reports/documents and discussions with management)

Status of records review objectives and format

Identify matters that add value in putting 

measures and action plans in place well in 

advance to mitigate risks

Assess progress made in implementing action 

plans / follow through on commitments made in 

previous engagements

Provide our assessment of status of key focus 

areas we reviewed

Identify key areas of concern that may derail 

progress in preparation of financial and 

performance reports and compliance with 

relevant legislation, and may result in regression 

in audit outcome

Legend:

Good
Basics are in place as no concerns were 

identified

Concerning Concerns identified

Intervention 

required

Level of concerns identified indicates that 

AO needs to urgently intervene to prevent 

audit failure

Movement is assessed as follows:

Improved

Unchanged

Regressed
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Status of records review – DSD as at 30 September 2020

DSD

Status of key 
focus areas

Oversight and 
monitoring

Financial 
management

Performance 
management   

Procurement 
and contract 
management

Compliance
management

HR management

IT management

Financial health

•Financial: Applicants receiving additional R350 unemployment social 

relief of distress (SRD) grant could be ineligible, leading to 

overpayments, which could result in increase in debtor’s balance.

•Payments for SRD grants (food parcels, vouchers, uniforms, etc.) not 

done in terms of policies & procedures, resulting in ineligible 

beneficiaries receiving grant. 

•Valuation of grants debtors and debtors’ impairment remains a risk as 

amounts not recoverable are not properly written off or impaired.

•Performance: DSD Guideline for performance monitoring and reporting 

last updated and approved in March 2012, thus key updates of Treasury 

Regulations and DPME Regulations may be missing.

•Human resources: Vacancies in key posts, including director-general. 

Policy and procedure on recruitment last updated and approved in 

October 2014. 
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Status of records review – SASSA as at 30 September 2020

Sassa

Status of key 
focus areas

Oversight and 
monitoring

Financial 
management

Performance 
management   

Procurement 
and contract 
management

Compliance
management

HR 
management

IT 
management

Financial 
health

•Financial: Following misstatements noted and negatively impact completeness of interim 

financial statements:

•Contingent liabilities disclosure was omitted.

•Interest earned from concessionary loan was not capitalised to loan account as it 

accrued on monthly basis, thus misstating concessionary loan balance and interest 

income.

•Differences noted by management on beneficiaries’ ID numbers on Socpen and SAPO 

detailed reconciliations for May–July 2020. Might result in inaccurate measurement and 

disclosure of expenditure (social assistance service fee) in financial statements and could 

lead to material misstatement.

•Performance: We reviewed Q1 and Q2 performance reports and noted that at end of Q2 

entity had not achieved desired quarterly performance for two consecutive quarters. 

Annual performance targets may thus not be achieved, which could impact service 

delivery.

•Compliance: Slow progress in finalising cases under investigation, which impacts 

consequence management. 
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Status of records review – NDA as at 30 September 2020

NDA

Status of key 
focus areas

Oversight 
and 

monitoring

Financial 
management

Performance 
management   

Procurement 
and contract 
management

Compliance
management

HR 
management

IT 
management

Financial 
health

•Performance: Entity does not have adequate system to facilitate effective performance 

monitoring, therefore following issues were identified:

•Internal audit raised concerns about accuracy of data used to support reporting 

achievements.

•Lack of supporting documents to support achievements is still a concern.

•Effectiveness of Ndzalamo system used to capture performance information is a 

concern.

•SCM: Procurement processes should be done timeously to prevent contract extension. 

Not all contracts were listed on procurement plan.

•Compliance: Increase in irregular expenditure may have negative impact on audit 

outcomes. Entity is still investigating irregular expenditure incurred in prior years; if 

process is not finalised before reporting, this will impact consequence management. No 

formal policy or standard operating procedure in place to guide employees in addressing 

matters relating to irregular, and fruitless and wasteful expenditure.

•IT management: Ndzalamo project – various system elements have not yet been 

implemented but >85% has already been paid.
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Preventative controls

PREVENTATIVE CONTROL GUIDES

• AGSA developed preventative control guides to assist and empower accounting authorities (AA). Objectives were as 

follows:

– to create general awareness regarding roles and legislative obligations

– to enable AAs to effectively address assurance needs of oversight structures

– to enable oversight structures to diagnose weaknesses in preventative mechanisms and focus oversight efforts on obtaining 

assurance from executive authority and AA that weaknesses are being effectively addressed.

• Preventative control guides were distributed to entity in October 2020. We recommend that entity distributes guides to 

all affected divisions to implement preventative controls where assessed appropriate and to further strengthen control 

environment. 

• Control deficiencies identified during course of audit will also be communicated to management to consider.
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Key preventative controls to be implemented

TONE AND CULTURE

• Accounting officers and authorities provide independent oversight

• Implement effective consequences

INSTITUTIONALISED INTERNAL CONTROLS

• Implement suitable risk management

• Use assessments of independent assurance providers

PROCUREMENT OF GOODS AND SERVICES

• Use procurement plans to enable proper planning

• Ensure adequate capacity and skills for supply chain management

• Implement standardised, effective procurement processes

• Safeguard against conflicts of interest
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Key preventative controls to be implemented (continued)

PREPARATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

• Ensure proper record keeping and document control

• Independently review and reconcile accounting records

• Carry out in-year reporting and monitoring

• Perform timely and accurate year-end reporting and monitoring

ASSET MANAGEMENT

• Keep proper records of assets and perform conditional assessments

• Implement controls to safeguard and maintain assets
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Stay in touch with the AGSA

www.agsa.co.za

@AuditorGen_SA

Auditor-General of South Africa

Auditor-General of South Africa


